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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF  THE PROJECT

As the components of the whole frame of SS17 Collection of IRRESISTOR, Under the title of “HECTIC JOURNEY”, 
BIKER is one of the sunglasses with the most futuristic vibes. Based on its silhouette and structure with fashion-wise touch, BIKER is also considered to 

satisfy the functional purpose of riding motorcycle in sense of the suitable weightiness, grip feeling and clear vision.

B I K E R
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BACKGRAOUND

BIKER is one of the collection in IRRESISTOR SS17 
with the theme of “HECTIC JOURNEY”. 

Every subtitle, the names of SS17 collection at the 
same time, consists of the whole frame of “HECTIC 
JOURNEY”. 

Falcon shifts the stage with the lady called Madonna 
from the timeless beautiful island – La Isla Bonita to 
someday in a futuristic space, Nebula through time 
warping Fluxus. By Aero-space plane, she is finally 

proceeding on a very hectic journey in a new world. 
Especially, along with Astro Cat, she is getting to feel a 
futuristic vibe as a Biker in Autobahn like an Explorer, 
which this hectic journey is already being part of her 
Odyssey.

As the present life day by day forms the journey itself 
eventually towards the future, the changes and the 
flows in every moment gather to make a cosmic epic, 
which would be the meaning that can explain the 
long journey of life, too. And whether willing or not, 
the sudden changes or massive flows in front of our 
journey cannot help but influence crucially our lives.
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Despite the convenience improved as much as the rapid growth from the revolution of technology and 
information, like a zero-sum game, caught in a trap of high velocity, it’s the reality for the humanity of leading a 
HECTIC life without rooms for recognizing or meditating after look around.

Even though we’re living in and subject to the world under common with obsession at a loss for a second 
absence of smartphone use, we are to worry seriously about the fact that the system, ultimately takes jobs from 
the humanity and makes concentration of wealth and inheriting wealth deepen, might lie on the boundary of 
destroying virtuous circulation of the humanity.

In the meanwhile, as an alternative solution for the future of the earth, or a fixation on longing for its origin, 
the humanity are attempting to advance the space, like a bridgehead connecting the unknown some future, 
through endless exploring and challenging towards the universe.

As the song of Madonna - Material Girl, ridiculing and satirizing recent Smart Era, we’re willing to appreciate 
the future that we have to face and the present that we are at, and devise a scenario for the romantic future.

MADONNA

MATERIAL GIRL
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DESIGN TIPS

Based on the fast and smart mobility in the features 
of BIKER, it’s intended to dissolve the spectacular 
vibes exploring the world into the silhouette. BIKER is 
also devised to consider the product structure which 
satisfies two factors.

One is Stability – suitable weightiness and grip 
feeling – needed to ride motorcycle with wearing 
BIKER actually. And the other is Safety needed to 
secure the undistorted clean vision with applying 
zero base curve lenses.

Especially, the frame shape of  BIKER blended 
with aviator style and goggle style of bike, and 
the silhouette of BIKER follows the typical form of 
motorcycle overall can enhance the intensiveness 
of image and express the identity of the theme 
artistically, which is expected to stimulate real BIKERS’ 
taste.

And also in temple skin, conjugating the centrifuge 
pattern inside the spacecraft in Kubrick’s “Space 
Odyssey” as a key pattern in SS17 collection of 
IRRESISTOR, BIKER has more avant-garde soul. 

1  BIKER SV

2  BIKER GD

3  BIKER BLK

4  BIKER LM SV
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